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Purpose: Describe a novel surgical combination for intraocular pressure (IOP) lowering in advanced 
glaucoma cases.

Methods: We describe a case of advanced pseudoexfoliation glaucoma with failed trabeculectomy 
and bleb revision (Figure 1). The authors feared a potential IOP spike following gonioscopy assisted 
transluminal trabeculotomy (GATT). To help protect against a possible IOP spike following GATT and 
to achieve a lower IOP than an Ahmed FP7 glaucoma valve (AGV) could achieve alone the authors 
performed a combined GATT and AGV procedure. 

Results: Preoperative IOP was 25 mmHg in the involved eye on maximal medical therapy following a 
failed trabeculectomy and revision years after the original surgery (2010). Post-operative visits from 
the first day to 6 months showed an IOP below 11 mmHg off all medications (Table 1). The Snellen 
visual acuity was 20/25 at 6 months post-op. No surgical complications occurred. He remained on 
Combigan and Lumigan in the fellow eye but required no drops in the operative eye. 



Figure 1: Preoperative 30-2 Humphrey Visual Field of the Right 
eye



Table 1. Pre and postoperative intraocular pressures



Conclusions: Glaucoma drainage devices combined with minimally invasive glaucoma surgeries have 
been described, most recently the Baerveldt and Xen implant. Using a GATT and AGV may present a 
more cost-effective solution, involving two procedures targeting different areas without the use of 
Mitomycin. Trabeculectomy and Baerveldt offer excellent IOP lowering efficacy but have higher 
complication rates than AGV. While GATT and the AGV are generally considered somewhat safer they 
do not offer as pronounced IOP lowering. Furthermore, GATT may be complicated by significant IOP 
spikes post-operatively. The combination may allow lower IOP to be achieved with the GATT while the 
AGV offers some protection against post-operative IOP spikes. Further studies are needed to validate 
this technique as well as comparison studies comparing AGV alone versus GATT combined with AGV to 
help establish the safety and efficacy of this combined procedure.
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